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TIP SHEETTIP SHEET
PERTH - 20th February 2020

R1 - GERALDTON | 13:24 | AUD $14,000 |  TABTOUCH MDN

77 AWAY WE GO
Maiden but did run a better race last time out, nishing third over 6f at this track. Best efforts give
him a chance here and is a definite winning chance this time.

66 SYRIANOS
Has been close up in recent runs including a last start third over 6f at this track when only 2.5
lengths from the winner. Has the ability and expected to run well.

1212 CRYSTAL SPRINGS
Last start was back in Jun last year when eighth at Belmont Park. Has since switched stables
and resumes today from the very handy inside gate. Looks a strong chance in this.

1111 PAGANI
Unwanted in the market at this track over 6f when second. Can do much better with the run
under her belt.

11 OUR MATE BOOTS
Missed the placings last time over a longer journey when fourth over 6f at this track. Rates well
and should run well.

R2 - GERALDTON | 14:00 | AUD $14,000 |  BETTER BETTING EXPERIENCE MDN

1414 NEW PRINCESS
Ran a better race second time out to nish fourth over 6f at this track. Thereabouts last time and
is worth including in the multiples.

55 LAMBEK
Missed the placings last time over a longer journey when seventh over 1m at this track. Rates
fairly and definitely worth including.

66 SLUICE BOX
Fitter for two runs from a spell and looks ready to show best after placing over 1m at this track
on February 5. Thereabouts last time and rates well here.

33 MIDNIGHT BLACK
Nine start maiden who was fourth over 1m at Kalgoorlie and has a low draw here. Rates well on
best form.

22 ROBYN'S SON
Still a maiden after fteen career runs, the latest nishing fourth over 5 1/2f at this track but
steps up in journey this time. Rates highly on best form though and is expected to prove hard to
beat.

R3 - GERALDTON | 14:34 | AUD $15,500 |  TABTOUCH RACING LIVE (BM55 )

33 WEE RIPPER
Handy gelding tter for two runs back, the latest running on hard to nish win over 1 1/8m at
this track. Ready to show best after two runs back and should be in the finish.

22 WILD MEMORIES
Ran well last start when just out of the market at $10.00 at this track over 1 1/8m. Looks well
suited.

77 MISS ZEDEL
Consistent mare. Broke through for maiden win as favourite at this track last time out. Should be
close to peak fitness. Trained at this track, so local knowledge should help. Top hope.

11 SUMMIT TRAIL
Out of the placings last time when fth over 1 1/8m at this track but did win the start prior. Rates
well and is among the chances.

R4 - PAKENHAM PARK | 15:00 | AUD $35,000 |  RACING.COM MDN PLATE

88 OXLEY JACK
Three-year-old gelding who has been thereabouts at the nish at each of his career runs to date.
One of the favourites here.

77 OUR MUSKETEER
Danerich gelding from the mare Chichino who is making debut. Won recent Cranbourne trial and
looks set to run well.

1212 CILIATA
Good debut effort in a maiden that has proven handy. Dropped out from the home turn as
favourite prior to going for spell. Has plenty going for her and rates a winning chance.

1111 ANSWER ME HUSSY
Caught the eye winning a barrier trial easily at Cranbourne over 4f on February 4. Inside barrier
will assist chances. Trial form seems strong for this. Top chance.

99 RAGLAN
Third on February 4 in only public trial at Cranbourne over 4f. Inside barrier will assist chances.
Place chance.
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R5 - PAKENHAM PARK | 15:30 | AUD $35,000 |  SWEAR YEARLINGS AT PREMIER MDN

99 MOSTLY SUNNY
Found herself positioned up on the speed at this track last start and worked home nicely, running
second. Wasn't beaten by far in that affair. Comes into calculations here after latest
performance.

66 NEW BELLE
Fair effort when second at Moe last start on a soft track and has to have claims if she can run up
to that form again. Third up, drawn well and looks a strong winning chance.

55 MISS MEILLAND
Finding frame a few times but still missing a win. Has placed three times in ve starts and could
finally break through here.

88 LADY IN THE SKY Made debut with a fast finishing fifth at this track over 7f. Among the winning chances.

33 FIORENA
Resumes after a eight months break after nishing 6 over 1 3/8m at Ballarat Synthetic. Placed in
a recent trial and is among the chances.

R6 - PAKENHAM PARK | 16:00 | AUD $35,000 |  NINE MILE FRESH MDN PLATE

11 KALLESKE
Not disgraced in small fields of late and racing very genuinely at present. Last start ran second at
this track over 7f. Good chance on best.

33 MORI YOSHINARI
Kept coming last time over 7f at this track to nish fth and will appreciate the extra ground
here. Ready to peak after four runs back and expecting a bold showing.

55 PEGAZEUS
Spelled after a poor run at Geelong. Resumed with a game effort when he led and just failed to
hang on when second over 6 1/2f at Ararat.

99 MISS VICKI
Was thereabouts last time nishing a 3 length seventh at this track. Down a little in weight and
stretches out in journey this time. Rates an each way hope here.

1010 PHONZIA
Among the placegetters when third over 6 1/2f at Ararat carrying 120lbs. Up in weight here but
expected to go close.

R7 - GERALDTON | 16:15 | AUD $15,500 |  PAST THE POST PAYOUTS HCP (C2)

11 STRONG HEART
Missed the frame when resuming from a spell when a 2.25 lengths fourth at this track. Fitter
again and rates a strong winning chance to break through.

22 GINGER WILLIE
Five-year-old gelding who drops in trip since last start at this track when fth, nishing 2.75
lengths off the winner. Looks a strong contender.

44 CHARGED FLAME
Comes into this race facing a harder eld on the back of her rst win at this track last start. Can
continue form this start.

55 THE CROWN PRINCE
Yet to break through this campaign but hasn't been far away including a last start fourth over 7f
at this track. Form good for this and is expected to run well.

66 GLAMOUR BELLE
Eighteen start maiden who was fth over 1m at this track and has a low draw here. Best efforts
give her a chance and shouldn’t be far away.

R8 - PAKENHAM PARK | 16:30 | AUD $35,000 |  IRON JACK AUST. LAGERS MDN

77 RELUCENT Resumes today after placing five from seven starts in his debut prep. Rates highly today.

88 SERENGETI
Finished off last campaign with 10 lengths ninth over 1 1/4m at Caul eld. Rates strongly and
looks well placed here fresh.

33 COMMODUS
Raced well on debut, but then didn't quite measure up the following start when seventh over 6
1/2f at Sandown-Lakeside. Looks a capable type and can improve here.

66 HONOUR ME
Three-year-old gelding who has been thereabouts at the nish at each of his career runs to date.
Best chance to break through to date.

55 HE'S THE REAL DEEL
Three runs this campaign have each had merit despite being unable to shed his maiden tag.
Should be nice and fit fourth up and can get the win here.
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R9 - GERALDTON | 16:45 | AUD $15,500 |  TABTOUCH BETTER YOUR BET (C2)

33 ARABIAN RICHES
Made all last start and came away with a win at this track over 7f on February 5. Will appreciate
some weight relief with 3lbs claim.

1111 RUFUS
Narrowly beaten when running third at this track last start only beaten half a length. Looking at a
place here.

22 RED EPIC
Went close to breaking through when a narrow second over 7f at this track last start. Looks a
good chance on that form.

11 WILDONBROOK
Looks close to a win following a 5 1/2f placing at this track where he ran on well for third beaten
1.5 lengths. Overdue for a win and expected to run well.

66 BITOVEMU
Edging towards a win, the latest when a half a length second over 5 1/2f at this track. Among the
placegetters latest and is one of the each way hopes again.

R10 - PAKENHAM PARK | 17:00 | AUD $35,000 |  STABLES PLUS (BM70)

33 HINT OF MINT
Ran middle of the pack last start at Moonee Valley when rst up and rates highly with Jamie Kah
aboard. Rates strongly and expected to finish much closer.

66 ANGEL LASS
Yet to recapture best form after two runs from a break, the latest nishing 11th over 6f at
Flemington. Further improved and should run well.

55 QUENTON
Lightly raced mare progressing well. Last start posted a 2.75 lengths sixth over 5f at Moonee
Valley. Has the ability and is a definite each way hope.

77 PHYLA VELL
Led from start to nish last start and came away with a win at this track over 6f on February 2.
Proven to be race fit now. Expect another forward showing today.

11 NENEKA
Going well lately, the latest a nose win over 6f at this track. Honest type with three wins to her
name already. Rates well and don’t underestimate.

R11 - GERALDTON | 17:15 | AUD $15,500 |  NEXT GERALDTON RACES 5/3-BM58

44 DOUBLE THE MAGIC
Returns here after nishing win over 1m before a break. Has won a trial leading into this and
should be right in the mix.

11 SADLERS HILLS
Doesn't win out of turn but has found four wins and twelve places from thirty starts. Rates well
enough to make compelling run.

22 CAN HE HUSSEL
Among the placegetters when third over 7f at this track carrying 121lbs. Penalised by the extra
10lbs but looks hard to beat.

66 VITAL BLAST
Settled back but made a sustained run to nd the frame over 6f at this track and will appreciate
the extra ground here. Rates among the leading chances again.

33 THREESUN
Yet to break through this campaign but hasn't been far away including a last start fth over 7f at
this track. Going well and is a definite each way hope.

R12 - PAKENHAM PARK | 17:30 | AUD $35,000 |  ONTOIT HCP (C1)

77 SEALED
Consistent mare who has runs a place more often than winning. Ran third last start at this track
over 7f. Inform jockey rides and will be hard to hold out.

11 DON'T DOUBT DORY
Lightly raced gelding progressing well. Last start posted a 1.5 lengths third over 1 1/16m at
Geelong. Has the ability and expected to run well.

22 ROYAL CROWN
No longer a maiden after a win at Yarra Valley over 7 1/2f last start, facing a rise in class this
race. Can continue form this start.

33 CALL MY AGENT
Won narrowly by a long neck last time out at Geelong but will have to carry more weight. The one
to beat.

44 HONORABLE SPIRIT
Broke maiden status at latest outing when winning at Warrnambool over 7f, and faces a rise in
class this start. Capable of running into a place.

R13 - PAKENHAM PARK | 18:00 | AUD $35,000 |  SCHWEPPES (BM64)

22 NECESSARY
Going well lately, the latest 1.3 lengths third over 1m at Caul eld. Honest type with four wins to
her name already. Racing well and expected to measure up.

66 KISS AND CRY Resuming today after a successful first prep scoring two from nine starts. Rates highly today.

33 IRISH BUTTERFLY
Showed encouraging signs during rst up run when third at this track on January 30 over 7f.
Suited by the draw. Rates as the one to beat.

1111 KING TYCOON
Doesn't win often and last win was two years ago. Latest when a 1.3 lengths second over 7f at
this track. Rates higher in this field and expected to go close.
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R14 - PAKENHAM PARK | 18:30 | AUD $35,000 |  SPORTSBET PODCAST (BM64)

33 PEIDRA
Resuming from a spell in this. Only career win came in metropolitan grade when winning as a
two-year-old. Ridden by Luke Nolen and back in grade looks a winning chance.

22 INDERNILE
Winner two starts back at this track which was followed up with a close second at this track.
Must come into consideration on current form.

99 PEREIRA
Been thereabouts in both campaign starts. Chased solidly during latest when sixth at this track.
Ready to improve now and on best form rates highly. Winning chance.

44 ROCK TYCOON
Was forward on the turn battling on well to nish fourth over 6f at this track last time out. Rates
a leading contender.

11 YOUNG HARRY COOL
Going well lately, the latest one length win over 5 1/2f at Moe. Honest type with three wins to his
name already. Has ability and rates among the leading hopes.


